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The Dawson House and Preservation

As with archaeology, many stories or insights can be gained on a person or their culture through their associated belongings or homestead. The story of Jack Dawson can be told through archival documents, oral histories, as well through what is found in his homestead. All three can be supported by one another and they are all necessary for presenting a full story of Jack Dawson. While archival documentation and oral histories are being collected, the items in the house as well as the home overall, must also be examined and documented to help physically present. For starting a new collection, especially one regarding someone’s daily life and homestead, it is important to determine what is valuable emotionally and educationally to accurately present that person’s life. When going through the house we have come across some objects that are worth keeping telling the story of Jack Dawson, but there are also others that are not necessary to tell his story and can possibly pose a hazard if kept.

Figure 1: Location of Jack Dawson’s homesite in relation to all other known cultural sites within VOF’s Bull Run Mountains Natural Area Preserve
Overview of Inventory and Project

Over the period of four working days, a full inventory of the Jack Dawson house was conducted with VOF staff assistance and supervision. For the first two days, handwritten notes were taken of what objects were left in the house, the location, and a short description. These notes were updated into an excel file that records the information of the object title, location found in the house, a specific location if applicable, a description, type of object, and whether the object should be kept or not. How the database can be used is described below. The other working days, photographs were taken of objects in the house to conduct a better description in the inventory as well as to be able to start research on the objects.

Other documents were drafted in a google drive folder regarding specific research on objects, as well as information regarding how to deal with the hazards posed, how to date certain objects, and other information that could be valuable in describing the house and telling the story of Jack Dawson.

This Inventory Report is just one deliverable of the inaugural 2020 VOF Special Project Fellowship that was focused on Jack Dawson and his home site. The other deliverables that accompany this document are a photo essay book and an preliminary oral history report.

How to use the Excel Database

The full inventory of the Jack Dawson house is documented in an excel sheet. This full inventory also includes item and objects that we believe should not be kept, whether they do not tell or are not needed to tell the story of Jack Dawson, or if they are hazardous.

Excel sheets allow for easy sorting by category or headings which is a valuable resource for the collection as well as counting through formulas. For example, a formula in the excel sheet tracks how many objects in the house that we have labeled as ‘keep’ and we can even specify the formula to give us the total count of objects that we are keeping which are found in the kitchen. Excel, as a data collection method, also can create dropdown lists which allows for standardization and streamlining of the datasets.

This excel sheet contains numerous tabs. The first tab labeled “NEWEST General” is the full inventory which includes all objects. The data collected on this tab is the object name, the object’s category, a quick description, the location in the house, a specific location (if applicable), associated photo number, whether the object will be kept or not, and the object number (to be filled out once catalogued as a collection). The second tab, NEWEST Specifics, only pertains to the objects that were determined to be kept. This tab will also condense the total number of objects by grouping objects which are duplicates of one another. The following section will describe this grouping or issue of multiples. This second tab will be detailed and accurate of what was specifically found and less general. This second tab also will have the associated photograph numbers recorded.
How to Deal with Multiples

Around Dawson’s house, there are many similar objects or multiples of objects, like the Ball jars and the dining wear. While it is not in our best interest regarding time management to catalog every single item as its own entry, we can group these similar objects as one catalog entry. Say that we have found five spoons: instead of cataloging all five spoons on their own, if they are the same or similar enough, we can make one entry as ‘Spoons’ with an object count of 5. They can be all stored together and if ever on display, they can be switched out over time or on a rotation. Once the Ball jars are all photographed, they can be dated, inventoried, and then grouped by year, if possible. They can be rotated on display once grouped and cataloged.

Pieces of Linoleum flooring are also found throughout the house can also be grouped together. Depending on the condition or how much material wants to be retained the best example can be kept as a representative.

About This Report

This report will give a detailed inventory of the objects in the Dawson house that were determined to be valuable to be kept which tell his story. The information for this report was gathered from the first and second tab of the Excel database. A general count of objects will be given and then broken down by category. The detailed inventory will have a page dedicated to each object with its title, a photograph (if available), description, object count, associated photograph numbers (if available), and any historical information that was found through research. The objects labeled as ‘maybe’ are not included in this detailed inventory but can be found in the excel sheet.
General Count

Objects Overall
In total, there are approximately 526 objects associated with the Dawson house. This total includes all objects whether they are labeled in the keep column as ‘yes’, ‘maybe’, or ‘no’.

Objects to Keep
For the objects labeled in the keep column as ‘yes’ there are about 338 objects.

Objects to Not Keep
There are 64 objects that are labeled as to not be kept.

Categories
Below is a general count of the total objects inside the house, broken into categories, including those that are indicated as to maybe keep and to not keep.

Appliance
- Kitchen Appliances
  - Fridges: 3
  - Microwave: 1
  - Ovens: 2
  - Water Dispenser: 1
- Entertainment Appliances
  - Keyboard: 1
  - Radios: 3
  - Record Player: 1
  - Remotes: 3
  - TVs: 4
  - TV Antenna: 1
  - VCRs: 1
- Heating/Cooling Appliances
  - Box Fans: 2
  - Space heater: 1
- Home Lighting Appliances
  - Electricity Box: 1
  - Lamp: 1
  - Lamp Parts: 2 (Shade: 1, Piece: 1)
  - Lantern: 1

Cleaning Materials
- Tools
  - Broom: 1
  - Mop: 1
  - Paper Towels: 1
• Scrub Brush: 1
• Sponge: 2
• Trash Bag: 5
• Trash Can: 2
• Vacuum Cleaner: 1
• Cleaner/Detergent
  o Cleaners: 6
  o Soap Bar: 1

**Clothing**

• Accessories
  o Safety/Hi-Vis: 2 (Vest: 1, Beanie: 1)
  o Baseball Caps: 3
• General
  o Shirts: 21
  o Pants: 17
  o Undergarments: 2
• Outerwear
  o Coats: 6
  o Vest: 1
  o Jackets: 2
• Shoes: 5 pairs

**Container**

• Animal Carrier: 1
• Bag: 4
• Box of jars: 7
• Closet Container: 1
• Gasoline Can: 1
• Metal Tub: 1
• Plastic Containers (including Buckets): 2
• Pot (for potted plant): 1
• Tobacco Container: 1
• Tin Container or cans: 3

**Décor**

• Bedding
  o Bedding: 1
  o Blanket: 1
  o Body Pillow: 1
  o Comforter: 2
  o Pillowcase: 1
• Sheet: 2

• Flooring
  o Carpet, Rug, or Cutting: 4
  o Linoleum Flooring: 4
  o Mat: 1

• Wall Décor
  o Calendar: 1
  o Clocks: 2
  o Frame: 6
  o Mirror: 2
  o Paint Can: 1
  o Painted Glass: 1
  o Painting: 1

• Cushion: 1
• Confetti: 1
• Lamp: 1
• Salt and Pepper Holder: 1

*Dining Ware*

• Bowls: 16
• Container
  o Jar: 2
  o Jug: 1
• Cooking Utensils
  o Ladle: 1
  o Pie Slicer: 1
  o Pots: 5
  o Pronged Fork: 1
  o Serving Spoons: 3
  o Slotted Spoons: 3
  o Skillets: 5
  o Spatulas: 3
  o Tea Kettles: 2

• Cups
  o Drinking Glasses: 9
  o Mugs: 24
  o Pitcher: 1

• Miscellaneous
  o Handle: 1
  o Lid: 2
  o Paper Towel Holder: 1
• Plates: 17
• Saucers: 7
• Utensils
  o Knives: 10 (7 butter, 3 sharp)
  o Spoons: 3
  o Forks: 1

Documentation
• Miscellaneous documents: 2
• Deed Form: 1

Furniture
• Sitting/Sleeping
  o Box Spring: 1
  o Chairs: 11
  o Couch: 1
  o Doghouse: 1
  o Love Seat: 1
  o Mattresses: 4
• Storage
  o Cabinets: 3
  o Chest: 1
  o Dresser/Drawers: 2
• Surfaces
  o Desk: 1
  o Tables: 5
• Other
  o Doors: 7
  o Outhouse: 1
  o Seat Cushion: 1
  o Table Legs: 4
  o Toilet Lid: 1

Hardware-Tools
• Home Care
  o Bricks: 1
  o Bulbs: 1
  o Cinderblocks: 2
  o Glass: 1
  o Insulation: 3
  o Keys: 3
• Lock, Padlock: 1
• Outlet Cover: 1
• Pillow: 1
• Scissors: 2
• Siding: 1
• Springs: 3
• Tin Roofing: 1
• Window Related: 4

• Miscellaneous
  • Can Openers: 3
  • Caulk: 1
  • Container: 1
  • Dog Leash: 1
  • Duct Tape: 1
  • Hardware: 3
  • Ice Cube Tray Insert: 1
  • Metal Pieces: 10
  • Tape: 2
  • Wheels: 2
  • Wheelbarrow: 2
  • Wood Pieces: 6

• Pest Related
  • Air Sprayer: 1
  • Mouse Trap: 1
  • Pump: 1

Miscellaneous

• Pest Related
  • Aerosol Can: 1
  • Moth Balls: 1
  • Rat Poison: 1

• Containers
  • Bags: 7
  • Box: 1
  • Bucket: 2
  • Can of Beans: 3
  • Jar/Jug: 6
  • Miscellaneous: 5
  • Tubs: 2

• Fabric Related
  • Fabric: 1
- Hangers: 7
- Tarp: 2
- Miscellaneous
  - Appliances: 1
  - Blinds: 1
  - Bullets: 2
  - Garden: 2
  - Metal: 1
  - Plastic: 1
  - Salt: 1
  - Wood: 12

**Personal Care**
- Back Support: 1
- Cane: 1
- Cloths: 2
- Containers: 2
- Hygiene Related: 14
  - Comb: 1
  - Shaving Cream: 4
  - Deodorant: 3
  - Lotion: 1
  - Soap: 1
  - Toothbrush: 1
  - Other: 3
- Glasses: 1
- Razor: 1
- Towels: 2
- Medicine: 9

**Printed Media**
- Books: 2
- Newspapers: 6
- Miscellaneous Papers: 1

**Unknown**
- Decorative Pitcher: 1
- Trash Pile: 1
Detailed Inventory, by Category (then location, then name)

Appliance

Box Fan

Description: A small Toastmaster brand box fan

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: On top of fan: TOASTMASTER / 3-Speed Fan / [OFF HI MED LO] / MODEL No. 5337 / 15 v. [Illegible]

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200911_111754; 20200925_110046; 20200925_110037
Box Fan
N/A

Description: A box fan, Galaxy brand

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: On label: Galaxy

Historical Information: N/A
Radio

Description: A wooden radio, TrueTone Brand

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: From what I have been able to find, this appears to be a TrueTone D1020 ([https://www.radiomuseum.org/r/western_au_d1020.html](https://www.radiomuseum.org/r/western_au_d1020.html)) According to this link, the D1020 was made around 1941, 1942. Ours is missing the left knob, but it matches the photos from the radiomuseum website.

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200911_120414
Description: A wooden radio, AirCastle Brand

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic

Markings: On plaque: AIR CASTLE

Historical Information: This is the closest one I could find: https://radioatticarchives.com/radio.htm?radio=5008. Another helpful resource could be this: https://www.radiomuseum.org/m/spiegel_usa_en_1~model.html. I can find things close to this radio, but not exactly that design on the proper right panel. Possibly late 1930s to early 1940s?

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200925_110508, 20200925_110522, 20200925_110528, 20200925_110542, 20200925_110648
Description: A small Titan brand space heater

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic


Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_110115
Electricity Box

N/A

Description: An open electricity box

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Backroom

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Gas Stove, Green

Description: Green Gas Stove

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Backroom

Markings: GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY  LOUISVILLE, KY 40225

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL NO</th>
<th>SERIAL NO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JGBP24GEV4WH</td>
<td>AR205918P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOP BURNERS:</th>
<th>NATURAL</th>
<th>L.P.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RIGHT REAR</td>
<td>9,000</td>
<td>8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEFT FRONT AND REAR</td>
<td>9,000</td>
<td>8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIGHT FRONT</td>
<td>9,000</td>
<td>8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVER BURNER</td>
<td>16,000</td>
<td>16,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WAIST HIGH BROILER
(IF SO EQUIPPED) 12,000 12,000

ELECTRIC IGNITION MODELS: 120V 60Hz 5 Amp.
Made in Mexico SEE OTHER LABEL FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20191207_104640; 20200911_153938; 20200911_153943
Gas Stove, White

Description: White Gas Stove
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Backroom
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200911_154008
Description: A silver kettle with a black handle

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Backroom; On Green Stove

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200911_154139
Lamp Shade

N/A

Description: A thin cloth lamp shade

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Backroom

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Microwave

Description: A Toshiba Microwave

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Backroom

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200911_153950
Description: A TV that is lying face down.

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Backroom

Markings: On Label: JVC MODEL NO C20CL3 AC 120V 60Hz Manufactured DECEMBER 1992, Serial No 17798219

Historical Information: The TV at the back of the house in the back room has a manufacturing date of 1992

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200911_154108; 20200911_154115
TV Antenna

N/A

Description: A small TV Antenna with two rabbit ears, a centered circular adjustment antenna, and a white turn dial on the base.

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Backroom

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Fridge

Description: A white fridge

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200911_153707
Lantern

Description: A red metal lantern

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen; On Floor

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20201010_162911
Water Dispenser, White

Description: A white dispenser for the jugged water, Whirlpool brand

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: On front: Whirlpool ; On manufacturing label on back side: Whirlpool / File SA8224 // Model WHRA-305BL / Serial No. 0305 10444 0426 / Refrigerant 1.35 oz R-134A / Electrical 120V~60Hz 1.2A / Design Pressures Low side 125 psi- High side 300 psi // UL LISTED // DRINKING WATER COOLER 79R1 // NSF // MADE IN CANADA // CAUTION: Disconnect electric power before cleaning or servicing; [Warning or Caution label below]

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200925_111601, 20200925_111545, 20200925_111503
Keyboard

N/A

Description: A computer keyboard

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Living Room; Near desk, on floor

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Description: A small, black, Sony brand radio.

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Living Room

Markings: On front: SONY

Historical Information: I think this could be a Sony radio model: **8FC-85W** (Radio Museum’s link: [https://www.radiomuseum.org/r/sony_8fc_85w.html](https://www.radiomuseum.org/r/sony_8fc_85w.html)) and this could date to the early 1970s.

Associated Photograph Number: 20200911_154204
Description: A record player inside a large wooden piece of furniture

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Living Room


Historical Information: From what I can kind of tell now, this appears to be a Magnavox Astro-Sonic Stereo, likely dating to the early 1960s.

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200925_102907; 20200925_102915; 20200925_102949; 20200925_102958
Description: A small TV with a VCR insert, JVC brand

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Living Room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20191207_104153; 20200925_103507; 20200925_103522
Description: A medium sized TV, Symphonic brand

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Living Room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_103610
Description: A large grey colored TV, MAGNAVOX brand

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Living Room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_103430; 20200925_103450
Fridges

N/A

Description: Two old fridges found outside

Object Count: 2

Location(s): Outside; Behind the boxwoods on the proper left side of the house

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Metal Hoods

Description: Two metal sheets or appliance hoods used to patch or cover the area underneath the porch

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Outside; Underneath the addition/backroom of the house

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20191207_103655
Cleaning Materials

Trash Can

N/A

Description: A small green trash can
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Attic; Above living room
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Broom, Wooden

N/A

Description: A wooden, bristle brush broom stood behind the water dispenser and against the wall

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen; Behind the water dispenser

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Vacuum Cleaner

Description: Brand, ElectrikBroom

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Living Room

Markings: On label: REGINA / 2 SPEED / ElectrikBroom / VACUUM CLEANER / with POWER PLUS MOTOR ; On side of base: WARNING ELECTRIC SHOCK COULD OCCUR IF USED OUTDOORS OR ON WET SURFACES / SHAKE BAG AND EMPTY CUP AFTER EACH USE; On cloth bag: CREWEL Inspired by a valance at Kenmore Fredricksburg. Va. about 1760 // SHAKE BAG AND EMPTY DIRT CUP AFTER EACH USE

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_112025; 20200925_112033; 20200925_112038; 20200925_112047; 20200925_112053
Mop

Description: Mop with red handle
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Outside; Front Porch
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Description: An unopened bag of thermal bottoms

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: On front of packaging: KeNYON / STRATA / The polypropylene layered clothing group / UNDERWEAR // MEN’S / BOTTOMS / X-LG.

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200911_112929
Coat
N/A

Description: A small, child's canvas peat coat

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Coat

Description: A suede and faux fur/sheepskin winter coat

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: On tag: Wiman / MADE IN US

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20201010_160124; 20201010_160200
Coat
N/A

Description: A grey and white chevron design suit coat

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Coat
N/A

Description: A navy dress coat with gold cuff links with a small crown design

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Coat
N/A

Description: A dark blue peacoat

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Dress
N/A

Description: A grey, pink, and yellow summer dress with a floral pattern and cowl-like neckline

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Fabric, Scarf(?)

N/A

Description: A black possible scarf with a gold floral design. Many holes

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Handkerchief

Description: A white handkerchief

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room; Clothing in chest

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200911_114555
Hat

N/A

Description: A fuzzy winter hat that has faux fur lining and it is water resistant. LLBean and size Large

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Hat
N/A

Description: An orange HI-VIS beanie

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Hat

N/A

Description: A green, trucker baseball cap

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Jacket
N/A
Description: A quarter button pull-over with a blue and red stripe design, Sport brand(?)
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Attic; Above living room
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Jeans
N/A

Description: A pair of denim jeans, Dickies brand

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Pants

N/A

Description: Blue dress pants

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room; Clothing in chest

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Pants

Description: A pair of brown pants

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Pants
N/A

Description: A pair of blue slacks, "Levis Action" brand

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Pants

Description: A pair of dark or navy-blue dress pants

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: On tag: MACHINE WASH WARM. / WASH SIMILAR COLORS / TOGETHER. USE ONLY / NON CHLORINE BLEACH / WHEN NEEDED. / TUMBLE / DRY MEDIUM. REMOVE / PROMPTLY. / WPL5741

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200911_132023; 20200911_132029_001
Description: A pair of navy pants with an elastic waistband, "Puritan" brand

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: On tag: PURITAN® // MACHINE WASH WARM / WASH SEPARATELY / TUMBLE DRY LOW / DO NOT BLEACH / WARM IORN IF NECESSARY / 65% POLYESTER / 35% COTTON / MADE IN CHINA / RN 52469 / SIZE: 38 INSEAM: 30

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200911_132115; 20200911_132133
Pants
N/A

Description: A pair of grey dress slacks

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Pants
N/A
Description: A pair of black dress pants
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Attic; Above living room
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Pants

Description: A pair of light brown or khaki cotton pants, "Savane" brand

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: Around waistband: SAVANE ®

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200911_132329
Pants
N/A

Description: A pair of forest green corduroy pants

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room; On hangers on "closet rack" above mattresses

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Pants
N/A

Description: A pair of blue or green cotton-blend pants

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room; On hangers on "closet rack" above mattresses

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Pants

N/A

Description: A pair of brown cotton dress pants

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room; On hangers on "closet rack" above mattresses

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Pants
N/A

Description: A pair of blue pants with white paint stains

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room; On hangers on "closet rack" above mattresses

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Pants
N/A

Description: A pair of bright green cotton-blend pants

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room; On hangers on "closet rack" above mattresses

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Pants

N/A

Description: A pair of navy-blue pants

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room; On hangers on "closet rack" above mattresses

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Pants
N/A

Description: A pair of light blue cotton pants

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room; On hangers on "closet rack" above mattresses

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Pants

N/A

Description: A pair of grey dress slacks, at bottom of bag

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room; Within the yellow and clear striped closet container

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Pants

N/A

Description: A pair of grey dress slacks, hanging on hanger

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room; Within the yellow and clear striped closet container

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Shirt
N/A

Description: White V-Neck shirt

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Description: An unopened bag of Northern Summit brand Thermal Underwear. Size XL, Cotton-Polyester Blend.

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room


Associated Photograph Number: 20200911_112921
Shirt

N/A

Description: Striped button up, Cotton poly blend

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room; Clothing in chest

Markings:

Historical Information:
Shirt

Description: Cotton button up short sleeve shirt, Coventon

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room; Clothing in chest

Markings: On tag: COVINGTON®

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photographic Number: 20200911_115750; 20200911_115754
Shirt

Description: Eddie Bauer long sleeve button up blue and brown checker

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room; Clothing in chest

Markings: On tag: SINGLE NEEDLE TAILORING / 100% COTTON / MADE IN DOMINICAN REPUBLIC // EddieBauer / OUTDOOR OUTFITTER - SEATTLE, U.S.A.

Historical Information: Likely a 1990s Eddie Bauer flannel. The OUTDOOR OUTFITTER tag was used in the 1990s.

Associated Photographic Number: 20200911_115718; 20200911_115729; 20200911_115733
Shirt

Description: Robert Stock linen-cotton short sleeve checkered shirt, size medium

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room; Clothing in chest

Markings: On tag: 55% LEEN / 45% COTTON / MADE IN INDIA [illegible] 20076 // ROBERT STOCK

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200911_115542; 20200911_115559; 20200911_115603
Shirt

Description: Flannel shirt, Size large, Van Henson

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room; Clothing in chest

Markings: On tag: RN36543 / CA00085 / 100% COTTON MADE IN EGYPT // VAN HEUSEN ® L/G // WINTERWEIGHTS

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200911_115503; 20200911_115512
Shirt

Description: long-sleeve cotton Wrangler brand button up, red

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room; Clothing in chest

Markings: On tag: Wrangler / RUGGED WEAR® / geared for the outdoors // 17-17-1/2 / XL/R970LBD / 100% COTTON

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200911_115335; 20200911_115353; 20200911_115409; 20200911_115416
Shirt

N/A

Description: long-sleeve button-up, Dawson written in collar

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room; Clothing in chest

Markings: DAWSON

Historical Information: N/A
Shirt

Description: Long sleeve, brown plaid button up

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room; Clothing in chest

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200911_115100
Shirt

Description: Long sleeve flannel button up, American Eagle Brand

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room; Clothing in chest


Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200911_114924; 20200911_114945; 20200911_114953
Description: A white cotton undershirt
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Attic; Above living room
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Shirt

N/A

Description: A black, synthetic fiber short sleeve shirt

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Shirt

Description: A yellow, short sleeve button-up shirt. Arrow Brand

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: On tag: Arrow / KENT / COLLECTION / 80% POLYESTER-20% COTTON

Historical Information: This shirt appears to date to the 1970s. This is a Newspaper advert for this brand and collection: https://news.google.com/newspapers?nid=1978&dat=19691212&id=CTYiAAAAIBAJ&sjid=NKsFAAAAIBAJ&pg=5776,4298144&hl=en

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200911_113452; 20200911_115828; 20200911_115823
Shirt
N/A

Description: A white, short sleeve button-up shirt with stripes

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Shirt

N/A

Description: A grey T-shirt, "Urban Pipeline" brand

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Shirt
N/A

Description: A white, button up dress shirt labeled athletic fit, Adalphie (?) brand

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Shirt
N/A

Description: A white Hanes brand t-shirt

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Shirt
N/A
Description: A white, long sleeve, button-up dress shirt
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Attic; Above living room
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Shirt

Description: A blue, long sleeve button-up, "Montgomery Ward" Brand

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: On tags: Montgomery Ward // Regular Cut / 60% COTTON-40% POLYESTER

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200911_131952
Skirt

N/A

Description: A green, cotton skirt with red and white vertical stripes

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Tie
N/A

Description: A thin black tie
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Attic; Above living room
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
T-Shirt

N/A

Description: Cotton T-shirt undershirt

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Underwear

Description: LIFA brand, blue long johns

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: On band: LIFA; On tags: L. L. Bean / FREEPORT MAINE / LIFA by Helly-Hansen / Made in U.S.A. // 100% POLYPROPYLINE / HAND OR MACHINE WASH / WARM. MACHINE DRY PERM / PRESS CYCLE. DO NOT / BLEACH OR IRON / STYLE #1210500 / Cut# 12098 / MENS LARGE

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200911_114438; 20200911_114448; 20200911_114516
Vest, Denim

N/A

Description: A denim vest with a wool or faux wool lining

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Description: An orange hi-vis vest

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20201010_161121
Watch
N/A

Description: A small silver-colored watch
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Backroom; On White Stove
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Boots, Dress

Description: A brown dress shoe, RED WING SHOES brand

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Living Room

Markings: On label on back of tongue: MADE IN U.S.A. RED WING SHOES SINCE 1905

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_103208; 20200925_103215; 20200925_103235
Description: A pair of brown boots, thickly padded, rubber front, ITASCA brand

Object Count: 2

Location(s): Living Room


Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_103312; 20200925_103323; 20200925_103333; 20200925_103358
Boots, Weather Spirits

Description: A pair of brown boots, rubber front, WEATHER Spirits brand

Object Count: 2

Location(s): Living Room

Markings: On front of tongue; WEATHER Spirits / DuPont Certified Thermolite [illegible]INSULATION ; On inside of tongue: 2904881 / 10 / MADE IN USA WITH IMPORTED COMPONENTS

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_103142; 20200925_103150
Boots, Winter

Description: A pair of brown winter boots, rubber front, fleece lined

Object Count: 2

Location(s): Living Room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_103034
Boots, Wolverine

Description: A pair of brown boots, hiking, WOLVERINE brand

Object Count: 2

Location(s): Living Room

Markings: On front of tongue: WOLVERINE; On label on inside of tongue: USA 9EW / UK 8 / EUR 42 // STOCK NO W04213 LEATHER UPPER BALANCE MAN MADE MATERIALS MADE IN CHINA

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_103034; 20200925_103050; 20200925_103106
Coat, Winter

Description: A blue dress coat

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Living Room

Markings: On label: SHELL / 50% POLYESTER / 50% [illegible] COTTON // [Care Instructions] LONDON FOG / [illegible] ; On tag: 42 / SHORT

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_103912, 20200925_103921
Hat, Baseball Cap

Description: A navy blue baseball cap, Car Quest Auto Parts

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Living Room

Markings: On front of cap: CAR QUEST  /  AUTO PARTS

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20201010_162835
Hat, Baseball Cap

N/A

Description:

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Living Room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Jacket
N/A

Description:

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Living Room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Description: Brown colored overall, stiffened due to age

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Living Room

Markings: On tags: XL / 46-48 // JAPAN

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_103821; 20200925_103847; 20200925_103854
Cramp
N/A

Description: A metal cramp for a shoe

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Outside; Front Porch

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Description: A red fabric bag

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_111014
Bags

N/A

Description: A pile of large, woven plastic bags labeled "Burgess Farm Service" possibly used as soil or fertilizer. All bound with a rope string. Likely over 20 individual bags.

Object Count: 20

Location(s): Attic; Above kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Bottle
N/A

Description: A bottle of 7 Crown Seagrams Whiskey

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Box, Wood

N/A

Description: A small wooden box with copper alloy handle on top and latch on front. The box is canvas lined or felted on the outside. "Dawson" is stamped repeatedly on the inside

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Closet Container

Description: A clothes hanger bag for storage that is clear with yellow stripes

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room; On hangers on "closet rack" above mattresses

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20191207_105151; 20191207_105157; 20191207_105201
Jar
N/A
Description: A small loose glass jar with a red lid
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Attic; Above kitchen
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Jars

Description: Four cardboard boxes full of 1 QT glass mason jars

Object Count: 4

Location(s): Attic; Above kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_105522
Description: A wooden peach basket full of 1 QT glass mason jars

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_105539; 20200925_105548
Description: A plastic jug of "Thiodan Vegetable Dust", 4 lbs. jug

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above kitchen

Markings: On label of jug: SECURITY / Thiodan / Vegetable Dust

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20191207_105024
Tobacco Container

N/A

Description: A small blue tobacco container with a working hinged lid

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Backroom; On Green Stove

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Description: A handmade wooden animal carrier with a screen on the front hinged door
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Outside; Underneath the addition/backroom of the house
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Associated Photograph Number: 20191207_103453
Bottles

N/A

Description: Water bottles

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Outside; Behind the boxwoods on the proper left side of the house

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Gasoline Can

N/A

Description: A galvanized gasoline can, 4 gallons, Eagle Manufacturing Company

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Outside; Behind the boxwoods on the proper left side of the house

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Glass Jars

N/A

Description: Glass jars near one of the wheelbarrows

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Outside; Behind the boxwoods on the proper left side of the house

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Pot
N/A

Description: A large plastic pot for a potted plant
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Outside; Proper right side of house
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Décor

Blanket

N/A

Description: A queen-sized, pink and crème colored blanket with a banded floral design or pattern

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Body Pillow

Description: An elongated pillow that is striped

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20201010_160517
Can, Paint

N/A

Description: A can of “Red house & barn paint”

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Carpet

Description: A large, green-yellow shag carpet that is rolled up

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20191207_105008; 20191207_105136
Description: A blue floral comforter that is balled up

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20201010_153523
Comforter
N/A

Description: A comforter with a swirled pattern, rolled or balled against the wall

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Description: A chair cushion
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Attic; Above living room
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_110831
Frames

Description: Two large, wooden frames with a carved design and staining

Object Count: 2

Location(s): Attic; above kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20191207_105033
Description: A wooden frame, no visible carved design
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Attic; Above kitchen
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Associated Photograph Number: 20191207_105033
Frame

Description: A small, rectangular wooden frame that is about the size of a license plate

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20191207_105033
Linoleum Flooring

N/A

Description: Four rolls of cut linoleum flooring for the kitchen

Object Count: 4

Location(s): Attic, Backroom

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Mat

Description: A decorated vinyl floor mat
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Attic; Above living room
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_110234; 20200925_110710
Mirror

Description: Wood framed mirror with metal trim on top
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Attic; Above living room
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_110754
Description: Framed and matted watercolor painting of a docked boat

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_110745
Pillowcase
N/A

Description: A floral, cotton pillowcase

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Rug

N/A

Description: A rolled rug with a non-slip mat

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Sheet
N/A

Description: A white, unfitted cotton bed sheet

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Sheet
N/A

Description: A thin, green or mint green, unfitted cotton bed sheet

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Confetti, Pumpkin

N/A

Description: A container full of pumpkin shaped confetti

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen, On top of the white dresser

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Bedding

Description: A rolled piece of bedding stacked on the couch, floral pattern

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Living Room, Stacked on the couch with clothes

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20201010_153523
Description: A calendar hung on the wall turned to August 2011

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Living Room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20191207_104126
Description: A plain black and white clock

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Living Room

Markings: On face: MSe

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20201010_161142
Clock

Description: A clock with a fruit decoration, QUARTZ brand

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Living Room

Markings: On face: QUARTZ

Historical Information: This clock appears to be a Quartz brand clock with a fruit design. From what I was able to find, it appears to be made by Corning. The pattern is a ‘corelle pattern’ and the design is called the ‘Abundance Design’. An example can be seen at this link: https://www.replacements.com/p/corning-abundance-corelle-hanging-wall-clock/corabu/99113871

Associated Photograph Number: 20200911_153517
Lamp

Description: A tall lamp with a glass base

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Living Room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200911_153604
Painted Glass

N/A

Description: Painted glass décor with two bears holding balloons

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Living Room, hung on the window facing the backyard

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Description: A picture frame with painting on inside

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Living Room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: This is a print by Andres Orpinas. Here is a link to this print: https://www.allpostersandprints.com/andres-orpinas/1273-5-x-6-art-print-by-andres-orpinas-birds-nesting-in-a-mailbox-sc2072.html

Associated Photograph Number: 20200911_153342
Description: A rolled rug, green fiber, sitting on the couch

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Living Room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20201010_160927
Dining Ware

Pot
N/A

Description: A white metal pot
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Attic; Above kitchen
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Large Metal Strainer

Description: A large metal strainer that is shaped like a funnel with a mesh or grind on the small opening

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Backroom; On White Stove

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200911_154002; 20200911_154008
Metal Pot

N/A

Description: A metal pot
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Backroom
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Pot lid
N/A

Description: A pot lid

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Backroom; On White Stove

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Bowls

Description: Two large white bowls with a small brown design near the rim and scalloped edge

Object Count: 2

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 101949, 101959
Bowls

Description: Two large bowls with a ridged rim or sides and a yellow fleur de leis design on the center

Object Count: 2

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20201010_140931
Bowl

Description: A bowl with a red line near the top rim

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20201010_141821; 20200925_095607
Description: Seven small salad bowls with yellow decoration, part of the Serenade dining ware set

Object Count: 7

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: These bowls belong to a set of Sheffield brand dining ware in the Serenade pattern. This ‘shape’ of dining ware, Regency, was designed by Homer Laughlin. A helpful source can be found at this link: http://www.laurelhollowpark.net/hlc/regency.html. This source dates the dining ware to 1965-1966. A similar Serenade set can be found at this Ebay link: https://www.ebay.com/c/6026358939.

Associated Photograph Number: 20201010_140720
Bowl

Description: A bowl with roses around the ridged exterior

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20201010_141339; 20201010_141355
Description: A small white bowl with a brown line near the rim, repaired

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_101548; 20200925_101630_001; 20200925_101635; 20201010_141702
Bowl, White Corelle

Description: A small white bowl with a lipped edge, with a black line of a floral design on the exterior, Corelle

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: On bottom: Corelle / by CORNING / CORNING, N.Y., U.S.A. / NOT FOR BROILER OR STOVETOP USE

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_101548; 20200925_101639_001; 20200925_101653, 20200925_101658; 20201010_141919; 20201010_141936
Cups

Description: Two plastic drinking cups

Object Count: 2

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20201010_125604
Drinking Glasses

Description: Two wide mouth drinking glasses
Object Count: 2
Location(s): Kitchen
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Associated Photograph Number: 20201010_130709
Description: Three stout glass drinking glasses with a double lip

Object Count: 3

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20201010_125744
Drinking Glass

Description: A stout drinking glass with wider hips or bottom

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: Molded on underside: 3326 / B / 22

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20201010_130001; 20201010_130028
Drinking Glass

Description: A small drinking glass with a wheat design

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A


Associated Photograph Number: 20201010_130154
Fork

Description: A fork with a molded flower design on the handle

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20201010_115123; 20201010_115550
Fork, Two Prong

Description: A two prong fork

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen, In oval, tin container on round wood kitchen table

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20201010_123138
Description: A large green thermic jug

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen, On top of brown set of drawers

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20201010_162842
Knife, Butter

Description: Two butter knives with a molded design on the handle

Object Count: 2

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20201010_112441; 20201010_112459; 20201010_112549; 20201010_114022
Knife, Butter

Description: A plain metal butter knife

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20201010_112441; 20201010_112459; 20201010_112549; 20201010_114337
Knife, Butter

Description: Four butter knives with a designed handle that is corroded

Object Count: 4

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20201010_112441; 20201010_112459; 20201010_112549; 20201010_114234
Knife

Description: A broken knife with a wooden handle and the metal part is fully corroded

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20201010_112441; 20201010_112459; 20201010_112549; 20200925_093411; 20200925_093449; 20201010_114515
Knife

Description: A knife with a pointed tip and plastic handle

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20201010_112441; 20201010_112459; 20201010_112549; 20200925_093411; 20200925_093449; 20201010_114651
Knife

Description: A filet knife with a plastic and silver banded handle

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20201010_112441; 20201010_112459; 20201010_112549; 20201010_114558
Ladle

Description: A metal ladle with a wooden handle
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Kitchen
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Associated Photograph Number: 20201010_124439
Lid
N/A

Description: A small glass lid
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Kitchen
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Mugs, Green and Black

Description: Four green mugs with black bases

Object Count: 4

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: On base: ANCHOR HOCKING / Fire-King / OVEN-PROOF / 50 / MADE IN U.S.A.

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20201010_131524; 20200925_102159; 20200925_102231
Mug

Description: A tin coffee mug that is white and blue

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Mug

Description: A glass pint mug, crosshatch design

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20201010_133529
Mugs

Description: Three yellow mugs with a ridge pattern, Serenade set

Object Count: 3

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: These mugs likely belong to a set of Sheffield brand dining ware in the Serenade pattern. This ‘shape’ of dining ware, Regency, was designed by Homer Laughlin. A helpful source can be found at this link: http://www.laurelhollowpark.net/hlc/regency.html. This source dates the dining ware to 1965-1966.

Associated Photograph Number: 20201010_132030
Mugs

Description: Six small white mugs with a green line above the tall, slanted base

Object Count: 6

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: On base: MONTEGO / FREEER TO OVEN / STONEWARE // MADE IN JAPAN / DISHWASHER SAFE / HAND DECORATED / 4113 / [Illegible]-4

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20201010_131805
Mug

Description: A large glass mug with a wide foot and spiral base

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20201010_133647; 20201010_133654
Description: A white mug with an Irish saying printed on the side

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: On front of mug: An IRISH TOAST / May you be in / Heaven a half / hour before the / Devil knows / you're dead.; Sticker on base: SANMYRO JAPAN

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20201010_132948; 20201010_132956; 20201010_133005
Description: A snowshoe mug

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: On front of mug: Snowshoe Mountain Resort / West Virginia; On back of mug: Snowshoe / West Virginia / Founded in 1973, Snowshoe is located in / the Cheat Mountain Range near the pioneer / logging village of the slopes and lifts are old logging / terms. Because of our high elevation and / heavy snowfalls, the Snowshoe hare makes / its home on our 8000 acre resort. / Elevation * 4848 ft. Vertical * 1500ft. Longest run * 1 1/2 miles

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20201010_132505; 20201010_132533
Mug, Ziggy

Description: A small mug with a slightly squared handle and a thin red line below the lipped rim. Ziggy cartoon on front

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: On front: every good day begins with a little love / Tom Wilson ; On base: [Illegible]
Love Talk / Ziggy / by Tom Wilson / Fine Stoneware / ZIGGY / Universal Press Syndicate / TEXT /
WWA, Inc. MCMLXXX / WWA. INC. / CLEVELAND, U.S.A. 44144 / MADE IN KOREA

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_095437; 20200925_095450; 20201010_132417
Mug, NASCAR

Description: A white mug with a NASCAR design

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: on exterior: NASCAR / NASCAR; On base: ALL COMPONENTS ASEMBLED IN CHINA EXCLUSIVELY FOR / SHERWOOD BRANDS, of R.I., INC. / PAWTUCKET, RI 02860 USA / COPYRIGHT SHERWOOD BRANDS INC. / REGISTERED TRADEMARK/ NASCAR IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR STOCK CAR AUTO RACING

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20201010_133238; 20200925_102251; 20200925_102259
Description: A black National Geographic mug

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: On front: NATIONAL / GEOGRAPHIC / TELEVISION

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20201010_132238
Description: A white NOAA mug

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: On front of mug: NOAA / RESEARCHER

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20201010_132659
Mug

Description: A small white mug with a robin’s egg blue interior and flower on exterior

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: Likely dates to the 1960s, produced by Taylor, Smith & Taylor and is the “Ever Yours Boutonniere pattern Blue Dianthus or Sweet William flowers” pattern. Helpful links:


Associated Photograph Number: 20201010_133133
Mug

Description: A small pink plastic mug

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: On base: Boontonware / 1206-8 U.S.A.

Historical Information: This type of dining ware was popular during the 1950s. Helpful links: https://drinkingvessels.commons.bgc.bard.edu/boontonware-cup-and-saucer/; https://www.etsy.com/listing/600229966/vintage-boontonware-1206-8-and-1202-6?show_sold_out_detail=1&ref=nla_listing_details

Associated Photograph Number: 20201010_133338; 20200925_102159; 20200925_100831; 20200925_100822
Ovaloid Bowl

Description: A white ovaloid bowl with a floral pattern

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_101548; 20200925_101624; 20201010_142141
Paper Towel Holder, Metal

Description: A metal apparatus that appears to be something like a paper towel holder. It is sitting on top of the flat skillet on the wash station

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20191207_104325
Pie Slicer

Description: A metal pie slice server

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen, In yellow tub on top of brown set of drawers

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20201010_152259
Plates, Dinner

Description: White dinner plates with ridged edges and a yellow fleur de lies pattern. Serenade dining ware set

Object Count: 6

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: On base of plate: Sheffield [Fleur de lies] / SERENADE / MADE IN U.S.A.

Historical Information: These plates belong to a set of Sheffield brand dining ware in the Serenade pattern. This ‘shape’ of dining ware, Regency, was designed by Homer Laughlin. A helpful source can be found at this link: http://www.laurelhollowpark.net/hlc/regency.html. This source dates the dining ware to 1965-1966. A similar set can be found at this Ebay link: https://www.ebay.com/c/6026358939.

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200925_094654_001; 20200925_094701_001; 20200925_094730; 20200925_094817; 20201010_145106
Description: A red stew pot with a lid

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen, On top of brown set of drawers

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20201010_162830; 20201010_162835
Pot with Lid

Description: A blue stew pot with a lid

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen, On top of brown set of drawers

Markings: On underside of pot: Club

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200925_102611; 20200925_102639
Pot with Lid

N/A

Description:

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen, On round, wood, kitchen table

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Pot, Soup

N/A

Description: A soup pot

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen, In yellow tub on top of brown set of drawers

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Pot, Wood Handle

Description: A pot with wood handles

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen, In yellow tub on top of brown set of drawers

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_094323
Description: A small plastic saucer with no lip

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen, In the Tidycats bin

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20201010_143335
Description: A small plastic saucer with a lip

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen, In the Tidycats bin

Markings: On underside: STERLING CHINA

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_102341; 20200925_102350; 20201010_143538_001
Saucers

Description: Five small saucers with the Yellow Sheffield Serenade pattern

Object Count: 5

Location(s): Kitchen, In the Tidycats bin

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: These saucers belong to a set of Sheffield brand dining ware in the Serenade pattern. This ‘shape’ of dining ware, Regency, was designed by Homer Laughlin. A helpful source can be found at this link: http://www.laurelhollowpark.net/hlc/regency.html. This source dates the dining ware to 1965-1966. A similar Serenade set can be found at this Ebay link: https://www.ebay.com/c/6026358939.

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_101333; 20200925_101343; 20201010_143721
Description: Two small skillets

Object Count: 2

Location(s): Kitchen, On round, wood, kitchen table

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_094221; 20200925_094310
Description: A skillet

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen, In yellow tub on top of brown set of drawers

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200925_094448; 20200925_094502
Description: A deep dish skillet

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen, In yellow tub on top of brown set of drawers

Markings: On underside: Club

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200925_094236; 20200925_094248
Description: A small flat skillet sitting on the wash station

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20191207_104325
Slotted Spoon

Description: A metal slotted spoon with a wood handle and chevron cut outs

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen, In tin oval container on round wood kitchen table

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers; 20200925_093914; 20201010_121751; 20201010_121813
Description: A metal slotted spoon with a plastic and metal handle, three vertical holes and ‘good cook’ label

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen, In yellow tub on top of brown set of drawers

Markings: On end of handle: good cook

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20201010_121751; 20201010_121901
Slotted Spoon

Description: A metal slotted spoon with a plastic grooved handle and horizontal line pattern on the spoon

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen, In Metal tub on top of brown set of drawers

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200925_093952; 20201010_121751; 20201010_122323
Small Plates

Description: Three small plates with a blue trim design around the edges, Wintergreen pattern

Object Count: 3

Location(s): Kitchen, In the Tidycats bin

Markings: On underside: SYRACUSE / CHINA / 94 U.S.A.

Historical Information: These are Syracuse brand plates in the pattern “Wintergreen”. Information from the link provided states that the design in discontinued but does not state the years of use or production: [https://www.replacements.com/china-syracuse-wintergreen/c/99879](https://www.replacements.com/china-syracuse-wintergreen/c/99879)

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200925_101136; 20200925_101144; 20200925_101152_001; 20201010_143912
Small Plates

Description: Eight small plates, Yellow Sheffield Serenade pattern

Object Count: 8

Location(s): Kitchen, In the Tidycats bin

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: These small plates belong to a set of Sheffield brand dining ware in the Serenade pattern. This ‘shape’ of dining ware, Regency, was designed by Homer Laughlin. A helpful source can be found at this link: http://www.laurelhollowpark.net/hlc/regency.html. This source dates the dining ware to 1965-1966. A similar Serenade set can be found at this Ebay link: https://www.ebay.com/c/6026358939.

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200925_101355; 20200925_101410; 20201010_144448
Spatula

Description: A metal spatula with a wood handle

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen, In yellow tub on top of brown set of drawers

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200925_093914; 20201010_120239; 20201010_120318
Description: A short metal spatula with a plastic handle

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen, In Metal tub on top of brown set of drawers

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20201010_120239; 20201010_120443
Spatula, Plastic

Description: A blue plastic spatula

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen, In oval, tin container on round wood kitchen table

Markings: On underside: Tailor Made Products / ELROY, WI 53929

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200925_093906; 20200925_094048; 20201010_120239; 20201010_120611
Description: Three metal teaspoons with a molded rose design at the bottom

Object Count: 3

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_093411; 20200925_093432; 20201010_114852; 20201010_115550
Spoon, Serving

Description: A metal cooking spoon with a wood handle

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen, In tin oval container on round wood kitchen table

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200925_093906; 20201010_123901; 20201010_123958
Spoon, Serving

Description: A plastic spoon

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen, In oval, tin container on round wood kitchen table

Markings: On front of handle: MIRR[illegible]

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200925_093817; 20201010_123901; 20201010_124224
Spoon, Serving

Description: A metal spoon with a plastic handle

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen, in oval, tin container on round wood kitchen table

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_093817; 20201010_123901; 20201010_124257
Storage Bowl or Jar, Round

N/A

Description: A rounded bowl, like a fishbowl

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen, Floor beneath round, wooden kitchen table

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Tea Kettle

Description: A blue tea kettle

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen, On top of the white dresser

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200925_100252; 20200925_100312; 20200925_100325
Glass Pitcher, Goose

N/A

Description: A glass pitcher with a blue handle and goose decoration

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Living Room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Bowl, Dog Water bowl

N/A

Description: A metal dog water bowl

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Outside

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Description: Magazine clippings found in the wooden medicine cabinet

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic, Above kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: The top cut-out appears to be a Bourbon ad for the brand Crab Orchard and the ad may have been produced in 1935 as the copyright states at the bottom of the PDF version’s page. We can also confirm if that matches ours.


Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_110941
Description: A cardboard box full of newspapers, scrap paper, and possible homework assignments

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic, Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_105641
Deed Form

N/A

Description: A deed from VOF found in the back

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Backroom, Found near the back of the room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Description: A wooden medicine cabinet found on the floor

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200925_110754; 20200925_110814
Cabinet

Description: A small wooden cabinet with one shelf. Holding numerous books

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic, Above kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20191207_105033
Description: Three mid-century chairs with a green padded seat

Object Count: 3

Location(s): Attic, Kitchen

Markings: On tag on underside of chair: [obscured] / THIS TAG NOT TO BE REMOVED EXCEPT BY THE CONSUMER / AL NEW MATERIAL CONSISTING OF SEAT: - CEMENTED SHREDDED URETHANE FOAM PAD / SACK:- CELLULOSE FIBER PAD / lic. No. Pa. 21210 (Miss. ) / This article is made in compliance with an Act of the Dist of Columbia approved July 3, 1926; Kansas approved March 1923; Minn. approved April 24, 1929; N.J. revised statutes 26; 10-6 to 18 La. Act 467-1948. Lic. In Md., Ohio, Pa. / Certification is made by the Manufacturer that the materials in this article are described in accordance with law. // MADE BY CHROMCRAFT, INC. / SENATOBIA, MISS

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20191207_105008; 20200910_110744; 20200925_112239; 20200925_112245; 20200925_112259; 20200925_112315; 20200925_112330
Description: A red vinyl chair. Four total and one has a rip in the backing.

Object Count: 4

Location(s): Attic, Backroom, Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20191207_104410; 20191207_105008
Mattress

Description: A striped, and rolled mattress

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_110257
Mattress
N/A

Description: A twin-sized mattress, no springs

Object Count:

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Mattress

N/A

Description: A twin-sized mattress with a striped design, no springs

Object Count:

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Description: A small, handmade side table with dovetailed siding and hand carved legs (hewing)

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20191207_105018; 20191207_105024
Wooden Chest

Description: A wooden Chest Hand that has a papered design on outside of chest

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200925_110804
Description: A wooden upholstered rolling chair with padded arm rests.

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Backroom

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200911_153918
Screen Door

N/A

Description: A screen door leaning up against a side wall in the backroom, a full screen door outside, and a torn screen door outside

Object Count: 3

Location(s): Backroom, Outside

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Description: Metal and corkboard table
Object Count: 2
Location(s): Backroom and Kitchen
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Description: Large Wooden tabletop
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Backroom
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Associated Photograph Number: 20200911_154102
Wicker Love Seat

Description: A wicker love seat that has a blue bordering around the edges (on the arms and around the top)

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Backroom

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200911_153904; 20200911_153930
Description: A wooden door repurposed as part of the wall.

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Backroom

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20191207_104614; 20191207_104622
Wood Door

N/A

Description: A wooden door leaning up against a side wall.

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Backroom

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Description: A set of drawers
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Kitchen
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Associated Photograph Numbers: 20191207_104522; 20191207_104318
Dresser, Wood, White

Description: A painted white dresser

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20191207_104410; 20200910_110739
Cabinet Door, Mirrored, Wooden

Description: A wooden framed cabinet door with a mirrored pane

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Living Room; Leaning against wall that is shared with the kitchen. Next to door frame of kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200911_153431
Couch

Description: A red colored couch with wood legs

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Living Room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20191207_104220
Description: A white wooden desk with multiple drawers on the left-hand side of the desk.

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Living Room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200911_153449
Mattress, Miralux

Description: A white cloth covered spring mattress, floral design, Miralux brand

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Living Room

Markings: On tag: MIRALUX / Athens

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_103629; 20200925_103641
Mirrored Cabinet, Metal

N/A

Description: A metal, mirrored cabinet with four compartments and shelving

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Living Room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Description: Small side table beneath mirror and near front door, stained by possible battery acid

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Living Room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20191207_104132
Wooden Chair, Whole

N/A

Description: A wooden chair with four legs and a back.

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Living Room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Chair
N/A

Description: A pool side chair with a metal frame, plastic strip backings, and a fabric seat

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Outside; Behind the boxwoods on the proper left side of the house

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Description: A wooden doghouse with a tin roof

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Outside; Proper right side of house

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20191207_103203
Door

Description: A wooden door for the outhouse, detached and laying in the grass
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Outside
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Associated Photograph Number: 20191207_103350
Description: A wooden, red painted outhouse

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Outside, Behind house

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20191207_103350; 20191207_103415; 20191207_103423; 20191207_103430
Seat Cushion

Description: Foam seat cushion, over half missing (pictures taken in 2019, in 2020 now the seat is over half missing)

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Outside; Behind house; Associated with outhouse

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20191207_103415; 20191207_103430
Description: White toilet lid

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Outside; Behind house; Associated with outhouse

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20191207_103415; 20191207_103430
Air Sprayer

Description: A 3 gallon compressed air sprayer model SSR39233, 3135, Servistar

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: On the box: SSR39233 / Model 3135 / Caution: Read Instructions Carefully Before Using Sprayer! // SSR39233 / SERVISTAR // 3 Gallon Tri-Poxy Lined Steel Tank Compressed Air Sprayer; On object: SERVISTAR / Wide diameter tank for stability / Poly Nozzle and Extension Tube / Wide funnel-top design for easy fill // Tri-Poxy Compressed Air Sprayer Model SSR 39233 3 Gallon 12 Liter / Distributed by American Hardware Supply co Butler, PA 15001 3135

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200925_105937; 20200925_105951; 20200925_105958
Description: Loose insulation
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Attic
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Associated Photograph Number: 20191207_105018
Pillow
N/A

Description: A small, cylindrical stuffed pillow, likely to stop drafts

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Siding
N/A

Description: A large piece of white painted siding that was removed from the dividing wall

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Stove or Chimney Piping

N/A

Description: A thin curved metal sheeting for a stove or chimney piping

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Window
N/A

Description: A wood framed, 4 paned window
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Attic
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Window Panes

N/A

Description: Two sliding metal framed window panes with either glass or plastic panes

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Window Screens

N/A

Description: Two metal and wood framed window screens

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Description: Two white painted wood framed windows with glass panes

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20191207_105012
Ice-Cube Tray Insert

Description: A metal ice cube tray insert

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Backroom; On Green Stove

Markings: On top: Maid of Honor / CUBE SAVER

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20201010_162901
Can Opener

Description: Small fully metal can opener

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen, In Metal tub on top of brown set of drawers

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200925_093625; 20200925_093627; 20201010_151239; 20201010_151248
Description: A can opener with a crank and white plastic grips

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_093625; 20200925_093627; 20201010_151239; 20201010_151254
Can Opener

Description: A can opener with a crank and grey plastic grips

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_093625; 20200925_093627; 20201010_151239; 20201010_151304
Caulk
N/A

Description: A bottle of caulk. Caulk can be seen at the back of the house to repair holes. See Notes page

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: I think it would be interesting to keep the caulk just because you can see at the back of the house there are patches that are closed with caulk. If this tube of caulk is particularly gnarly, then a new one can be purchased as a replacement. Could be a good form of evidence for his handmade repairs to his house though
Scissors

Description: A thin metal pair of scissors, circular handles

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200925_093625; 20200925_093627; 20201010_150525; 20201010_150530
Description: A pair of scissors that look like barber's shears.

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen; On top of brown set of drawers

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200925_093617; 20201010_150525; 20201010_150536
20200925_093617; 20201010_150525; 20201010_150536
Keys

Description: Two sets of keys and a lone key

Object Count: 3

Location(s): Living Room

Markings: On lone key: MASTER

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_102749
Description: A small white dog leash with a colorful design and a small metal latch at one end and looped handle on the other

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Outside; Porch

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20191207_104056; 20200925_112455; 20200925_112505
Metal Brackets

Description: Attached to the side of the house and likely used to hold the TV antenna

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Outside; Proper left side of house

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20191207_104001
Rack

N/A

Description: A wire rack

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Outside; Behind the boxwoods on the proper left side of the house

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Rebar
N/A

Description: A piece of metal rebar

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Outside; Proper left side of house

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Roofing Metal

Description: Two sheets of tin corrugated roofing

Object Count: 2

Location(s): Outside; Proper right side of house

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20191207_103222
Spring for the door of the outhouse

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Outside; Behind house; Associated with outhouse

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20191207_103415
Wheelbarrow

N/A

Description: A blue metal wheelbarrow with wooden handles

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Outside; Behind the boxwoods on the proper left side of the house

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Wheelbarrow

N/A

Description: A yellow wheelbarrow with wood handles

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Outside; Behind the boxwoods on the proper left side of the house

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Description: A thin scrap of fabric or cloth shoved into the wall, likely as insulation

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20191207_105033
Grain Bag

Description: A large canvas grain bag, Fulton Seamless brand

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: On front of bag: FULTON SEAMLESS // A // EXTRA HEAVY


Associated Photograph Number: 20200911_113027
Bullets
N/A

Description: Two sets of bullet casings

Object Count: 2

Location(s): Backroom; Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Bucket, Plastic, White

Description: A white five gallon bucket kept beneath the wash station to hold the water after the hands are rinsed. Numerous skeletons of dead mice are inside the bucket.

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20191207_104502
Description: A Bokar branded tin, cylindrical container with lid. See historic Information Notes!
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Kitchen; On round, wood, kitchen table
Markings: BOKAR
Historical Information: Likely not sold from 2012 to 2018! From Wikipedia about the BOKAR coffee brand: "In 2005 Tata Global Beverages took over ownership of Eight O’Clock Coffee Company as well as the Bokar coffee brand. Tata discontinued the brand outside of Canada in 2012. In 2018, Los Angeles, California-based American Modern Coffee acquired the Bokar brand and reintroduced the original coffee blend back into the American marketplace."
Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_111244
Container, Tin

Description: A small, square, metal container with decoration of a man standing near a table where another man in a hat is sitting. A small lamp sits on the table.

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen; On round, wood, kitchen table

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: This is apparently a potpourri press tin with a Scrooge design and it may date to the 1980s. Related links: https://www.ebay.com/itm/Lot-Of-3-POTPOURRI-PRESS-Tins-4-Sided-Theme-Scrooge-Marley-Dogs-Cats-Candy-Cane/133307249239?hash=item1f09bb3257:g:kcwAAOSw6VtelZ5h
https://www.ebay.com/itm/Vtg-Potpourri-Press-Christmas-Preparations-Activities-Tin-Box-Scrooge-Story/153434667570?hash=item23b96b3a32:g:3r4AAOSwrQxbEzx5

Associated Photograph Number: 20200911_153851
Section of Wall

Description: A cut section of wall
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Kitchen; leaning against back wall
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Water Jug

Description: An empty blue water jug, 5 gallons, Crystal Springs brand

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: Crystal SPRINGS / 5 GALLONS / 18.9 LITERS

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20191207_104323; 20200925_111615
Garden

N/A

Description: A garden with a chain-link fence with different shaped poles

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Outside; Proper right side of house

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Garden

Description: A smaller garden with wire fencing with metal and wooden poles

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Outside; Proper right side of house

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20191207_103203
Glass Panes
N/A

Description: Two small glass panes
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Outside; Proper right side of house
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Metal Sheet

N/A

Description: A long piece of metal sheet laid up against the side of the house to act as a barrier to the underside of the house.

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Outside; Proper right side of house

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Miscellaneous Appliances and Materials

N/A

Description: Miscellaneous TV appliances and materials

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Outside; Proper left side of house

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Wood Pile

N/A

Description: A pile of cut wood, likely used as firewood

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Outside; Behind the boxwoods on the proper left side of the house

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Description: A ribbed back support possibly used for hernias.

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room; Clothing in chest

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200911_114810; 20200911_114823; 20200911_114842
Cane
N/A

Description: A wooden cane with a topper, wood is actively decaying

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Description: A blue kitchen cloth

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room; Clothing in chest

Markings: On tag: Hilasal ® / THE BIGONE ™ / 100% COTTON / 100%COTTON LOOPS / [Cotton logo]® // 19-0047-4135 / [Washing instructions]

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200911_114638; 20200911_114651_001
Comb
N/A

Description: A small blue plastic comb found in the bottom of the air sprayer box

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Description: Green towel, Cannon brand, Cotton blend

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above living room; Clothing in chest

Markings: On tag: ALL COTTON / MADE IN U.S.A. / CANNON

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200911_115530
Description: A blue wash towel used for drying off hands at the wash station

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20191207_105551; 20191207_104325
Glasses

Description: A pair of safety glasses
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Kitchen; On top of the white dresser
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Razor

Description: A small razor with plastic housing
Object Count: 1
Location(s): Kitchen; In oval tin container on round wood kitchen table
Markings: N/A
Historical Information: N/A
Associated Photograph Number: 20200925_093817; 20200925_093827
Printed Media
Book
N/A

Description: A paperback copy of "The Call of the Wild"

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A
Books

Description: About 5 to 6 paperback books, mostly all in poor condition or missing their covers and bindings

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Attic; Above kitchen

Markings: N/A

Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Numbers: 20200911_140726; 20200911_140746
Description: A pile of miscellaneous papers. "A Guide to Breast Health Care", a warranty guide/booklet for an appliance, an envelope addressed to someone else

Object Count: 1

Location(s): Backroom; On table top


Historical Information: N/A

Associated Photograph Number: 20200911_153956
General Information
Possible Hazards

In general, we should avoid taking in (or rid ourselves of) objects that are hazardous in nature. One of the most hazardous things I believe that are in the house are the batteries inside the electronics and remote controls. While it is important to have the electronics and controls themselves, it is not necessary to have the batteries unless you would want the electronics to be operational. One of the remotes appears to be the most worrisome. One of the remotes on the side table near the front door has a large stain surrounding it which could indicate that the battery acid has seeped out of the batteries or that the batteries are actively corroding. This hazard was not fully investigated at the time of the inventory, but it is one to take note of. If there are batteries that are present in the house, they are likely over nine years old and should be disposed of properly. Once the batteries are removed, the electronics can still be kept and act as a demonstration or prop of Dawson’s daily life or activities.

Another possible hazard are the food and medicine items that are still present in the house. Like the batteries, once the contents are removed, the containers of these items can be retained. As an example, there are three large cans of green beans that are actively corroding and spilling their contents onto the floor. While it will be important to document these items, these are the types of items that can be easily replaced. A new can of beans can be bought, or even better, an empty can of the same brand and size beans can be found and used as a replacement for the degrading cans found in the house. The same idea can be applied to the medicine found in the house. Once the contents are removed, the bottles and boxes can be kept, especially if the bottles are old or are important in documenting and telling about his health (without violating HIPPA rules).

Other hazards in this house are pest control related, like aerosol cans of pesticides and open packages of poisons. These were likely not put into place by Dawson and were likely added after his death. These do not necessarily pertain to Dawson’s story and should be removed from the house. They can also be replaced if deemed necessary.

Another possible hazard that may need to be taken care of are the amounts of loose insulation lying around in the attic. While Dawson likely installed this insulation and it was important to make his home habitable, it is not serving a purpose currently and the fiberglass particles could be harmful. I think it would be important for us to save a small section of the insulation that is in the best condition and have the rest thrown out due to this possible issue.
Along the lines of keeping items, it is valuable to keep those that can show a historic timeline or demonstrate a certain point in history. Over time, companies can change their logos and through these changes, items can be dated based upon the logo that is used. It would be valuable to look to the logos found on the objects around the house and to try to date these items. The jar manufacturing company, Ball, is a company that is often referenced as one that can be dated through its changes to their logo. Due to the amount of Ball jars found in the house, this could offer some insight to when Dawson had purchased, obtained, or used these jars. Canning appeared to be an important aspect in Dawson’s life through oral histories, so this would be an interesting project to determine when he was actively canning.

The manufacturing label on dining wear can also be dated, especially if the stamp is present and legible. Some of the textured plates and mugs have been able to be dated to around 1965 based upon the manufacturing label and the design of the dining wear. This dating can also be done for some of the clothing found in Dawson’s house. The logos for the company brands as well as the types of clothing lines can also be dated.

**Interesting Notes about the house**

**Phone Numbers**

There are two phone numbers found around the house. Above the kitchen door it says: “Jimmy Edwards 703-368-5063” and on the back of the kitchen door to the living room it says “540 722 1125”

**Mouse Skeletons**

There is a total of 9 mouse skeletons found in the kitchen and in the white tub below the hand wash station.

**Snake Skins**

There were 8 snake skins found in the attic or upstairs area of the house.
What We Can Learn from the House about Dawson

Everyday Activities

Dawson’s everyday life, and his former presence, can be seen around the house. On the kitchen door frame from outside, there is a dark stain on one part of the frame. The positioning of this stain indicates that Dawson likely held onto the frame for support while walking in or out the door. His hand washing station is right next to this door, so he likely came in, bracing himself as he entered, and washed his hands at his station. Another one of these handprint stains can be seen on the doorframe between the living room and the kitchen. This was likely another area where he stabilized or supported himself on the daily. Dawson’s boots and clothing are also another reminder of his everyday life. An interesting thing that we noticed while examining and photographing Dawson’s boots was that all on the soul of the shoes, the outside edges of the heel were very worn. This could help show how he walked, likely walking on the outside of his feet. Based on this article, he could have had a supinated (or under pronated) gait.

Dawson, the Craftsman

Jack Dawson’s craftsmanship work can be seen all over his home. The entire addition to the house in the back behind the kitchen was made by him and this should be highlighted in telling his story. Throughout the house, there are numerous wood pieces or wooden beams which he likely used as to repair and create pieces around his house. In the upstairs area above the kitchen, the dividing wall between the two attic rooms was removed to open up the space. This was likely done by Dawson himself, and parts of the wall remain in the room. Dawson’s renovations can also be seen in the house through pieces of removed walls, doors, cabinets, and windows scattered about the house. In the backroom alone, there are about three doors that are not being used as doors. A screen door and a wood door lean against the shared kitchen wall while a large wooden door has been used as part of the wall. As mentioned earlier, he likely handcrafted the doghouse for his dog and the small animal carrier currently stowed under the house. Upstairs, there was a small side table that was found that appears to be handmade and could have possibly been crafted by Dawson. It is a small, handmade side table with dovetailed siding and hand carved legs (otherwise known as hand hewn). During the initial inventory, it could not be determined whether this object was crafted by Dawson.

Making Use of What He Had

Due to the isolation of where he lived, Dawson often did repairs on his house with what was available to him. Tin sheets are found laying out by the doghouse and these sheets are also seen up against the sides of the house, shielding the exposed area beneath the addition of the house. Along the backside of the house, small round tin disks or jar lids can be seen nailed to the siding of the house likely to patch holes. This was clearly work done by Dawson himself to help maintain and do upkeep on his home. Lines of caulk can also be seen along the siding on the back of the house. A canister of caulk was found in one of the drawers in the kitchen, and
while it was initially something that was believed to be thrown away later, it is actually an item that should be kept due to its use in repairs and upkeep.

On the front porch, metal rods can be seen supporting the edge of the roof. These appear to have been added by Dawson to keep the roof functioning and together. These white metal rods can also be seen throughout the house as curtain rods and there is also a small, unused pile in the room above the kitchen.

In the rooms upstairs, small pieces of fabric or cloth can be seen wedged into the wooden slats of the walls. Dawson likely used these pieces of fabric as insulation or to fill holes in the wood. While insignificant on their own, these materials in their specific context help tell Dawson’s story about life out in the mountains.

Around the house there are cardboard boxes full of newspapers. It would be interesting to determine whether these newspapers were kept for a certain reason or if they were not. It would be interesting to see if they were possibly used as a starter for a fire or whether they were used as possible insulation for the house.

**Future Steps**

Once the transfer of the home and collection is finalized, the collection can officially be obtained and treated as a collection. The story or mission of the Dawson House, in terms of the overall preserve, should be determined before official decisions are made on what should be kept or not kept. This inventory only offers an opinion from an outside perspective and what can be done or determined regarding what I have been told or believe can be told to tell the story of Jack Dawson. It is important to determine the mission and what story you want to tell, because this decision will direct what should be kept in the collection and what would not be necessary to keep.

After the final collection is determined, official identifying photographs can be taken of the objects and object numbers can be assigned. It is recommended to record this information, take measurements of the objects, and note the condition of the objects. Noting the condition can allow you to choose the best representative to be displayed. At this point, it is also important to record why this object is important to the story or mission. Many of these objects are covered in dirt, dust, and possible pest feces so it would also be important for these objects to be treated or cleaned by a conservator or seek consultation regarding cleaning the objects.

More research on the specific objects found within the house can be continued to add to the story of Jack Dawson. Once the collection is paired with oral histories, many more stories can be told regarding Jack Dawson and his life in the Bull Run Mountains.